Picture Guide to Taking Your TypeFocus Personality Test (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator)

Click this audio link as you begin. Then pause it as you go screen to screen. Audio Guide-- http://vocaroo.com/i/s0JcmXKM2qHs

Creating Your Account: Go to http://www.typefocus.com and click “New Users Start Here!”

TypeFocus will help you find satisfying work.

One of the first things to do when looking for work is to decide what kind of work to look for. This website will help you do that through three career assessments.

You know that everyone is different to some degree or other. Once you discover what makes you unique, you can use that information to select jobs that will honor your strengths.

The payoff is that you will find work that will be a good fit for your personality, interests and values and that means you will be successful where it counts . . . In the long run. As you understand yourself better, you will understand others better as well.
Keep filling in the account creation fields—notice the access code. The SAC access code is posted inside WK4 of Blackboard.

Sign up with TypeFocus to get your reports.
It's simple and we won't share your information with anyone else.

*First name:
Lenie

*Last name:
Irvin

*Email address:
Irvin@alamo.edu

*Confirm email address:
Irvin@alamo.edu

*Password:
*******

*Confirm Password:
*******

Enter your Access Code here.

*Access Code: SAC44

Clicking Submit means that you agree to the TypeFocus service agreement and privacy statement.

Submit

Having trouble with your registration? Click here.

"Everything I feel about myself and have learned about myself through much trial and error in my first few years at university have been accurately relayed to me via this assessment so far. I wish I had done this thing when I first stepped onto campus two years ago."

Student at San Diego State University

"Best career finding site I've ever seen so far. I learned a lot about myself."

Student at Simon Fraser University

"This is an amazing tool in helping people narrow down their strengths and provide them a foundation to start looking at their careers and life skills. I really enjoy assessments as once again they are so accurate in where I am at in my career. This assessment allowed me to see where I need to work on things in my career."

"..."
Getting to Your Personality Self-Assessment

Hello Lennie Irvin
Welcome to TypeFocus

TypeFocus will guide you through an easy step-by-step process:
1. Take Assessments
2. Explore Occupations
3. Choose the Right Education
4. Find Jobs

It will help you answer three important questions:
1. Who am I?
2. Where am I going?
3. How will I get there?

Start by choosing the Self Assessments option.
Part A. Choose the word or phrase that describes you better.

- assertive
- nurturing
Viewing Initial Results: Print Your Report!

**Personality Results: ISTJ**

- Find rewarding work by following a career path that fits your natural personality strengths.
- Learn more about what makes you unique by using the links on the left.

Step 1 will be complete when all three assessments are done. Then go to Step 2: Explore Occupations

**General Description:**

ISTJs are good with details and think logically. Because they think logically, they often become practical problem-solvers and adopt a responsible outlook on life. ISTJs are good organizers and get things done. In their own quiet way, they see what must be done, analyze the alternatives, and organize the solutions. And they manage to do it with quietness and grace.

**Summary of Careers**

Careers that value an organized, practical approach to problem solving will appeal to ISTJs. They often become good managers or hands-on technicians. They enjoy a workplace that is organized with clear expectations, where they can use their detailed knowledge and ability to organize. They enjoy working by themselves and taking pride in their work. The types of careers that may appeal to them include all kinds of different management positions, computers, police work, engineering, accounting and teaching (math, technical subjects).

The TypeFocus program has hundreds more occupations relating to your personality type. You can explore them in the upper tab: Explore Occupations > Assessments > Personality.
Exploring Career Connections to Your Personality Type

Assessment Results

- Discover what occupations match your best qualities.
- Watch the video to your right.

Personality Assessment Results
This will display all the occupations that match your personality preferences.

Interests Assessment Results
This will display all the occupations that match your interests.

Values Assessment Results
This will display all the occupations that match your values.

Combine Assessment Results
This will display all the occupations that match any combination of personality, interests and va